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SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT (SQN) - ALTERNATE ANALYSIS REVIEW PROGRAM PHASE II -
PIPE SUPPORT DEFLECTION CRITERIA (TAC NO. R00420)
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:

References: 1. TVA letter to NRC dated January 28, 1987, "Sequoyah Nucler
Plant - Draft Safety Evaluation Report - Interim Acceptance
Criteria for Small Bore Piping"

2. NUREG - 1232, Volume 2 " Safety Evaluation Report on
Tennessee Valley Authority: Sequoyah Nuclear Performance
Plan," May 1988 !

As discussed in References 1 and 2, TVA has performed an evaluation of the
deflection criteria used to verify rigidity for pipe supports for alternately
analyzed piping. It has been determined that the deflection criteria are ,

adequate to ensure that support flexibility has an insignificant effect on the
dynamic response of the piping. A summary of the evaluation is provided in
the enclosure.

No commitments are contained in this submittal. Please direct questions
concerning this issue to Kathy S. Whitaker at (615) 843-7748.
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Project Manager >
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ENCLOSURE
,

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT

ALTERNATE ANALYSIS REVIEW PROGRAM - PHASE 11
~

PIPE SUPPORT STIFFNESS !

r

Executive Summary ;

A post restart commitment has been made which requires the
Sequoyah Plant to demonstrate the acceptability of the
deflection criteria used in the requalification.of piping

.

supports contained in the Alternate Analysis Program. Pipe '

pipe sup. deflection is one of two primary means of assessing
support,

port stiffness. While pipe support stiffness may be '

significant in the analysis of some piping systems, the
importance of pipe support stiffness is minimized for.the
piping contained in the Alternate Analysis _ Program because of
the low mass associated with the small diameter piping and the '

very conservative approach used in the requalification'of the '

piping. To demonstrate the conservatism of the approach a
simple piping. system model is examined. . First the piping is
qualified using the methodology employed in-the Alternate
Analysis Program. These results are then compared-to the
results obtained from a T-PIPE study in which the same model
is used but the support stiffnesses are varied. The results
demonstrate that the loads and stresses obtained from the
Alternate Analysis methodology are conservative when compared
to the results obtained from the T-PIPE analysis. The parer-
further discusses the conservatism of the T-PIPE analysis when

s

compared to other analytical techniques, actual testing and
the general performance of piping systems subjected to actual
earthquakes.

Tneinformationpresenteddemon$trates-thatthedesignprocess-
for Alternately Analyzed piping is.very conservative' compared

>

to other design methods, tests of piping systems and piping
system performanco during earthquakes and that support
stiffness is not an important parameter in the overall design i

'iprocess.
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1.0 Introduction.

over the years the design of piping systems has changed from
simple checks for adequate thermal flexibility or calculation
of deadweight loads on hangers to highly sophisticated -

evaluations using digital computers. Early methods were
generally very crude and as such, relied on very high factors
of safety. As analysis methods improved, the crude.

approximations were replaced by more accurate methodologies to
determine.the behavior of the piping systems' This resulted

.

.

in the need for better and more accurately defined input
parameters. This overall process went through many evolutions
with ever further refinement of inputs to match the
computational accuracies of the analysis methodologies.

One of the issues related to refined input data is the *

representation of pipe support stiffness. Large variations in
support stiffness could result in significant changes in
piping system natural frequencies and thereby the overall t

.

response to earthquake loadings. In general, production
piping analysis does not include a detailed representation of
the actual pipe supports but, instead, uses an assumed
stiffness value or simply may consider the supports very stiff
or even rigid. The true behavior of pipe supports is actually
non-linear, due to gaps, free-play and lost motion, and is
very complex. Depending on the, methodology used.to represent

i the support stiffness in the piping analysis, one of two means
are generally employed to verify that the support will provide ,

it's intenced furiviion. When support flexibility is modelled
'

i in the stress analysis, a verification of the supportsstiffness is generally performed. This is the less favorableapproach because it is difficult to design piping supports to
a specific stiffness value, especially when the supportprovides restraint in two or more directions. The second, andmore popular method, is the deflection method. Herein, the
piping analysis models the supports as very stiff and it is
the responsibility of the designer of the pipe support to
ensure that the support does not deflect beyond a
predetermined limit under the applied load.

.

The design criteria for the Sequoyah-Nuclear Plant (Ref 1.1)requires the stiffness of the pipe support be verified bymeans of a deflection check. .This approach is consistent with ,

the piping analysis modeling of pipe supports as well as the
methodology employed at other plants of similar vintage.

To demonstrate the conservatism in the Alternate Analysis
methodology, a sample hand analysis is performed for a typicalpiping layout. A linear elastic response spectrum modal.
analysis (T-PIPE) is also performed and'a. comparison of the
results from these two analyses is performed. This

i

information is contained in Section 2. In Section 3 different
j
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types of analytical methods are discussed and it is
demonstrated that the Response Spectrum Modal _ Analysis
methodology used to baseline the alternate analysis approach
is by far the most conservative. Section 4 presents data
related to the dynamic testing of piping systems and these -

results are compared to the results obtained from analytical
investigations. These results generally show that all
analytical methods are more conservative than actual tests.,

Section 5 presents information on the performance of piping
systems which experience actual earthquakes. This information
indicates'that there have been no inertia induced piping
failures.

2.0 Alternate Analysis Methodology
The tology used to requalify the Alternate Analysis
pipir., Sequoysh and a comparison to the results obtained.

from a 2 :PE analysis are presented below. In general the
methodology used is very conservative and is.not based on-
system frequenclea but instead uses a peak acceleration-
approach. Eliminating the system frequency in the selection
of scismic accelerations significantly reduces the importance
of pipe support stiffness.

A simple relationship exists between the deflection criteria
used to evaluate pipe support rigidity and the actual pipe
support stiffness. This relationship is defined by the ratio
of applied piping load with respect to the support deflection.
The relationship is shown in Figure 2.1 along with the minimum
generic design load of 200 lbs provided by the Alternate
Analysis Criteria for 2" NPS. Use of the minimum generic

soo

'
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figure 2.1 Support stif fness as a function of Piping Load
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design load and the 1/8" maximum support displacement results
in a minimum support stiffness of 1600 lbs/in for the 2" '

piping considered in the Samplc Analysis Problem. ' Loads lowerthan the generic design load are not generally used in the ,

support qualification or stiffness assessment.
-

The results of the T-PIPE analysis discussed'below demonstrato
-

that the Alternate Analysis Methodology provides conservative |

,.

loads even when stiffnessos lower than this minimum valuo aroused.

i

2.1 Sample Problem Using Alternate Analysis Methods

The methodology used for the qualification of the Alternate
Analysis piping at Sequoyah is based on a simplified approach

-

!not unlike the crude but conservative methods used to qualify,

piping pricr-to the advent of the digital computer. Thismethodology is based on the projected plane method. Under
.

'

this method, the piping is broken down into a series of single
span beams with each span projected in each of the

'

accoleration directions. As such, a concentrated' weight such
as a valvo is considered as a concentrated mass in eachprojected plano direction while a vertical riser would be
considered as.a concentrated weight in the. vertical
accoloration direction only. The individual beam models are

.

then subjected to the peak acceleration from the appropriate 1;

Inpitfied Response Spectra (ARS). The ARS used has beeni

uuditied such that piping frequencies that fall on the low
s.ede of the peak of the ARS are subjected to the full peak- ,

This modification is referred to as a !accoleration.
'

monotonically descending ARS whereby the acceleration value
associated with a particular frequency is always greater than
or equal to the accoloration value associated with a higherfrequency. This precludes the possibility of low frequency-,

'

design employing extra long spans with frequencies well belowthe peak acceleration frequencies.

The use of peak accolorations and a monotonically decreasing
,

'

ARS both contribute to a conservative design methodology,
while minimizing the importance of support stiffness. To
demonstrate this conservatism, a sample analysis, (Ref 2.1),has boon performed. The sample piping model is shown in
Figure 2.2 and consists of multiple span, 3-dimensional pipingruns. The stresses are shown in Table 2.1 and the support ,'

loads are shown in Table 2.2. The spans used for inis model
are typical of, though slightly longer than, those found for
piping supported in accordance with the original design ,

requirements for Sequoyah. ,

'l

.
,
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The stresses shown in Table 2.1 represent the primary stresses
for the faulted condition. The piping material is considered
to be Stainless Steel (A312-TP304) with an allowable stress of
42,000 psi for this loading condition. All calculated
stresses satisfy the allowable stress limits for the condition -

under investigation. The support loads shown in Table 2.2
are the result of piping

Tabte 2.1 Stresso nesulting from Alternate deadweight and SSE inertia
.

i

Analysis methceology only. The_ loads resulting
from thermal expansion have
not been considered in this

et, wo. pand example. Many of the support-
loads exceed the minimum

100 34,162 generic design load due to the
130 38,620 slightly longer than permitted
135 7,349 spans and the high seismic
150 18,822 accelerations considered for
170 20,131 this example.
190 26,653.

210 31,350
t

,

The calculated loads are based on beam models and the peak-
response accelerations with the exception of.the vertical spanbetween supports at nodes 130 and 190. Here the natural
frequency of the beam which, carries the weight of the riser,
is determined and the specific acceleration for that frequencyis selected from the ARS. In developing the natural frequencythe supports are considered to be perfectly rigid,

i

fable 2.2 Support toads Resulting fran Alternate Analysis Approach .

Pt. No. Fx Fy F8 Mx My Mt

j 100 413 124 225 5852 8100 4455
110 164 297
120 183 333
130 654 331
150 351 358
160 387 387
170 378 270
190 369 158

200 329 181

210 248 137 324 5391 9801 1640

Page 6
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2.2 Sample Problem Using T-PIPE

The T-PIPE analyses performed include a wide range'of support
stiffnesses in the analytical model, some softer than the
criteria permits. In these models the support stiffnesses at
the anchor points, which are intended to represent equipment -

are modeled as rigid for all cases. A review of.the anchorloads for the various cases will indicate the sensitivity of
.

equipment loads to varying support stiffness.

The results for the T-PIPE analysis are based on linear
clastic response spectrum analysis using grouping of closely
spaced modes in accordance with USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.92,(Ref 2.2). Under this method of combining modal responses,
modes that are within 10% of the. lowest frequency mode of a

,

'

particular family of modes are combined absolutely. Theresults of the T-PIPE analysis may be-over-predicted because
the same monotonically decreasing ARS that is used in theAlternate Analysis approach is used. This ARS provides a more,

uniform basis for the comparisons but may overly penalize some
of the T-PIPE results because of absolute summation of
multiple modes that fall within'the peak acceleration range.

The results shown in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 most convincingly
demonstrate the degree of conservatism in the AlternateAnalysis methodology. Table 2.3 provides a comparison of the
stresses obtained from the hand' calculation methods associatedwith the Alternate Analysis methodology and the various T-PIPEanalyses using different support stiffnesses.

16ble 2.3 Ccoparison of Stresses Resulting from Alternate Analysis
Methodology and T* PIPE with varying Pipe support Stiffnesses

,

Pt. No. Hand T.PIPt T* PIPE T PIPC f* PIPE 1* PIPE
1106 1!05 1t04 5t03 It03

100 34,162 7913 8190 -9363 9346 17.490130 38,620 3870 3968 4143 4216 10,083
135 34,200 7349 7622 8044 8114 8608
150 18,822 5041 6690 7067 7978 10,624
170 20,131 7297 7330 7563 8336 13,341
190 26,653 8493 8557 8885 8232 13,622
210 31,350 5612 9568 10,203 11,508 22,761

The normalir.ed stresses
(i.e. T-PIPE / Hand Calc) are shown inFigure 2.3-and it can be readily seen that the Hand Calculated

stresses are greater than the T-PIPE stresses for all

Page 7
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stiffness values, ovon those lower than permitted by the !design critoria. While all of the stressos increase as '

support stiffness decreases, the upward trends aro'very mild
through the region from very stiff to a support stiffness of
about 5000 lbs/in. Betwoon the 5000 and 1000 lbs/in stiffness ;values the upward trend incroacos appreciably, but the maximum -

T-PIPE stress is still only about 75% of that obtained from
the hand calculation methodology.,

0.8

o.7 -

0
/*g 0.6 -

$0.s -

v)
V OA

_ , ]
H
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} *' '( f-

1=

e 0.2 /' ;
'

O
Z 0.1 -: . -

^

1000000 100000 10000 5000 1000Support Stiffness .

i,

100 1.30.150 170.190.210

figure 2.3 Norma |lted $ tress Values (T PIM/ Nard Calc)

As was the case with the piping stresses,
from the hand calculations are greater than.those obtainedthe loads developed

i

from T-PIPE oven for support stiffness values lower than thoso
allowed by the design critoria as shown in Table 2.4.~ Thenormalized loads aro presented graphically in Figure 2.4 forNodo 100. A review of the results shown in Tablo 2.4
indicatos the support at Nodo 110 experioccod.a slightly
higher load in the vertical direction basco on the T-PIPE
analysis. This load is only slightly higher c on the-hand
calculated value and does not represent an adverc* trend even
at the stiffnoss value of lE3 lbs/in. Of'significa0cc is thetrend in the loads at the anchors. As previously stated, theanchor stiffnesses woro maintained at tho initial stifte,9ss-
level to datormine the offect of softening supports on theequipment nos:lo loads. i

The results' indicates that the HandCalculated loads are higher than the T-PIPE results for all-stiffness values. This indicatos that the more stringent
requirements contained in SQN-DC-V-24.2 portaining to support'
deflection critoria-for supports adjacent to equipment may not
be warranted for Alternately Analyacd Piping. A.similarconclusion can be drawn. rogarding the support at Nodo 130.

Pago 8-
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The vertical component of this_ support provides axial support
for the riser. Based on the deflecticn critoria and the Handcalculated load the minimum support stiffness for'this supportwould be 5232 lbs/in. At a stiffness value of 5000 lbs/in the
T-PlPE load is 662 lbs vs. the Hand calculated value of 654lbs, or essentially the same. Again, it appears concerns.
regarding more stringent deflection criteria for supports that
provide axial restraint whether they be in-line or around the.

elbow are unwarranted .
~

The above comparisons are based on the results of T-PIPE
models which used the monotonically descending ARS which by
it's very definition should add even more conservatism to the
T-PIPE results than are generally inherent in the linear
clastic response spectrum analysis methodology. This
conservatism is discussed in more detail in the followingsections.

.

1.1
8
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Figure 2.4 Normantred toads a Wode 100 (T* PIPE / Hand Cate)
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Isble 2.4 toroarison of Support Lemos Resulting
From Support $tiffness Verlations

-

*
Support No./ I*PlPt I*PlPC I*PlPE I* PIPE I*PIPI
Ofrection Hand afsid 1.0t o$ 1.0E04 5.0t03 1.0E03

.

100 Fx 413 2 72 2 72 271 270 (2T7)
Fy 124 90 91 101 101 106:
F 225 49 50 53 53- (115)
Mn 5852 144 144 164 168 396-
My 8100 2064 2076 2220 2220 5400
Mt 4455 3396 3240 3948 3948 4512

110 Fy 164 149 150 153' 170 (178)
F 297 95 96 110 ;125 '(197)

,

120 Fy 183 136 137 158 177 (219)
fa 333 77 - 78 85 93 (217)

130 Fy 654 519 530 583 (662) (767)
F 331 83 84 93 ,107 (243) .

150 Fx 351 68 '68 77 97- (179)
72 358 116 118 132 154 (303)

160 fx 387 86 87 116' 131 (345).
7 387 99 100 114 135 (295)

, 170 7x 378 89 89 .117 120- -(301)
.

F 270 82 83 92- 106 :(208)

190 fx 369 - 79 99 107 115 (188)
Fy 158 111 111 115 132 (162):

200 fx 329 -146 -147 185 183- (345)-
Fy 181 149 149- 155 -157 (196)-

~

210 Fx 248 73 74 91 38 (1771-
Fy 137 79 79 83 88 =(111)
72 324 262' 263 264 266 (257)
Mn 5391 2880 2892 3132 3384 4752'
My 9801 3096 3120 '3936 3816 .8628
Mt 1640 492 492 504 =504" 576

Notet.
. Support Loads shown in Parentheses are presented for congleteness, but
result f rom support stif fnesses lower than the' design criteria permits.--

Page 10
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3.0 Conservatisms in Dynamic Analysis

The comparison discussed in the previous section w'as made,
. ;between the manual methods employed.in the. Alternate Analysis

-

Program and standard linear response spectrum modal analysis.
Response Spectrum modal analysis is generally recognized as

-

providing very conservative results. In fact many variations !

to the response spectrum method have been proposed to minimize
some of this conservatism such as.the concept of Peak Shifting
as opposed to Peak Broadening of the ARS and the use of
Independent Support Motion as opposed.to' applying a. uniform ;

'

ARS to an entire piping analysis. Both of these methods havebeen used in many applications to reduce some of the.
conservatism associated with conventional Response Spectrum.Modal Ana]ysis methods.

Additional benefits can be achieved by using linear' elastic ~
time history analysis as opposed to the Response Spectrum e

Modal Analysis method. >

G.M. Hubert, (Ref 3.1), compares the
= dynamic responses of an LMFBR coolant loop piping model '

calculated by two different methods, response. spectrum and .time-history modal superposition. Figure 3.1 shows the piping !

-

system mcdel utilized in the analysis. Both: analysis methods !

assume linear elastic behavior.. The response. spectrum method.
utilizes peak broadened response spectra while the time ,

*; history analysis utilizes time histories with seismic
excitation. time scales expanded and contracted by.1 10 4
percent, analogous to peak broadening in the response spectrummethod. The modal responses in the three different directions ,

Jin the response spectrum method were combined in accordancewith USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.92
the time-history method,~ maximum r(Ref 2.2). In'the caseLof.

esponses were-obtained.
!utilizing four possible unique-algebraic' combinations of thethree directional earthquake. The maximum, loads at the

reactor nozzle resulting from the:two analytical methods areshown in Table 3.1. The modal superposition time history
results-are between 11 percent and'42 percent lower than-the
response spectrum modal analysis results. .

Table 3.1
Maximtsn Reactor Vessel NoI2te Loads Calculated Using Two' Analytical Methods.

!

i i
Nortte Load

Analytical Fx Fy Ft Mx Hy ( MrMethM Kg Kg Kg Kg m Kg m Kg m. !

,

Response Spectrun Analysis 8740 8470 8130 38500 94300 89100

Modat Superposition 5080- 6940 4720 ~32700 54400 78800-Time History Analysis

% Dif ference between Methods 42 . 18 42 15 42 11

--

4
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The difference between calculated'results becomes|even more
t

-!
pronounced when the nonlinearities present in the pipe

isupports are considered. L.K. Severud et al, (RefL3.2) '
,

demonstrates this difference in a small bore piping test.
-

The.authors subjected a l'' NPS stainless steel piping system with '

several bends, risers and support _to a dynamic test
-

-

simulating seismic accelerations. The piping model is.shown.'
,

in Figure 3.2. The test results obtained are compared-to. ;.

results obtained by linear and' nonlinear analytical: methods.
Linear response spectrum analysis.was performed,using three-
different modal combination techniques, namely absolute, USNRC~
Reg. Guide 1.92 and SRSS (square root sum of>the squares)'methods. The nonlinear' time-domain analysis is performed for.'various values of gap and damping. Table 3.2 shows a.
comparison of the test results to those obtained-by the-
analytical methods. Figure 3.'3 highlights the trends which-
are contained in Table 3.2. These results clearly demonstrate
that when a more exact piping model, including nonlinearities, '

is used, it produces significantly' lower responses than those,

.obtained by the response spectra method utilizing simple.linear assumptions. In fact, these-results even show
conservatism in the complex-time domain nonlinear analysismethod.

I4
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Table 3.2 seismic support Loads with snubbers (lbs), Ref. 3.2
,

iNode Dir. Response Spectra Time Domain Analysis -| Test -

No Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 6 Run 7 [Run8 ;

4 x 109 60 55 9 18 19 - 19 7
!.

7 Y 45 24 18 0 6 7 6 5-
2 2 71 262 236 116 118 115 124 33

9 2 233 223 213 96. 98 103 104 45
i11 2 538 321 229 .124 133 153 143 59

14 X 337 188 147- 19 32 - 48 35 2
17 2 672 455 390 246 242 228 246' 116~ l20 X 287 232 101 10 12 21 13 8= '

Y 319 231 146 0 8 20 10 3
23 X 113 73 45 0 26 52 31 19 =
29 Y 214 146 80 16 14 16 14 3

2 489 344 202 123 120 129 127 ~50 '|.

31 Y 216 175 76 18 22 28 24 119
t2 326 224 146 144 146 161 152 74 !

*

,

1. Response spectra analysis a stmnation of absolute values of modal . responses.
2. Response spectra analysis modal responses certined according to USNRC ' I

Regulatory Guide 1.92.

3. Response spectra analysis . modal responses costined by SRSS method.

4. Time domain analysis * 2% system damping, snubber daging, snubber gaps
equal to 0.15"

5.Same as Run 4 except snubber gaps equal 0"

| 6. Time domain analysis snubber gaps equal-0", 2% system da@ing, snubber
damping equal 5% of total.

7. Time domain analysis snut5er gaps equal 0", 2% system daming, snubber
.

da m ing equal to 50% of total.

8. Test results (with snubbers)

Note: The Loads at Node 31 in the Y direction are underpredicted by
.

\
l

analysis methods when coropared to tests. Severud states the
cause is unknown and provides no farther explanation.

.;

&

Similar conclusions have been reached at by other Iinvestigators. D.A. Barta et al,-(Ref'3.3), performs a.-more
detailed study utilizing three piping'models'(Figures 3.4,3.5, and 3.6) analyzed by response' spectra and nonlinear time.history methods. Comparison of these resultsLshown'in Tables3.3, 3.4 and~3.5 clearly reinforces the-conclusions arrived-at
by other investigators that:the' linear' response spectra methodpredicts more conservative results.

i
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Table 3.3 Seismic Analysis of Piping with Won linear Supports a 4" Pipeline (Ref. 3.3)

Hanger Linear Anal. ' Won Linear Analysis *

No. km 1 Rm 2 Run 3 Run 4 ' Run 5 Rm 6 Run 7. Run 8 Rm 9 Run 10 Run11|Run12 Run 13
,

H+9Y 94 134 107 39 39 39 38 39 39 39 38 39 - 28

.

H 8x 62 168 105 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 72. 109 iH+7Y 77 192 144 51 51 51 50 . 51 - 51 50 51 53 44H 6X 529 946 431 70 107 89 151 70 '70 65 79 480 $18H 5Y 105 125 91 33 33 33 33 26 39 30 33 34 43H+52 439 448 200 0 42 23 33 0 '0. 0 0 198 199H 4U 67 152 113 23 22 22 22 19 25 22 22 25 35H+42 191 269 156 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 128 214H 3Y 73 175 115 31' 31 31 31 25 36 , 29 31 31 36H.32 52 176 99 0 22 9 13. 0 0 0 0 97. 94Ha2Y 36 270 211 48 48 48 48 36 55 '48 47 $5 43

,

H 22 79 183 142 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 113H 1x 142 359 180 20 60 40 65 - 15 - 23 14 26 210 241H fY 54 131 82 22 22 22 22 18 25 - 22 21 21 45

#

.

Notes: 1. PIPESO analysis with rigid supports and using enveloping design spectra
2.

PIP!SD analysis with supports and clag flexibility and using enveloping seismic spectra
3.

ANSYS model with support and clang flexibility same as in Rm 2 but using calculated -
seismic spectra

4
Nonlinear, time demain analysis with support and clanp flexibility same as in Run 3 ard
contined with snubber stif fnest end danpidg characteristics ,

5. Same as Run 4 but with snubber gaps = 0.005 in.
6. Same as Run 4 but with snubber gaps = 0.015 in. t

'
7. Same as Run 4 but with snubber doming reduced by 50%
8. Same as Run 4 but with clano stiffness decreased by 30%
9 Same as Run 4 but with clang stif fness increased by 30%

!10. Same as Run 4 but with time history conpressed by 10%
Same as Run 4 but with time history expanded by 10%

'

11.

12.
Same as Run 4 but with snubber. damping scated in proportion to the energy across the' snubber13.
Structural parameters same as in Run 3 but with. spatial conponents of seismic conponents of -

_

?

seismic motion applied seperately and spatial responses contined according to RegulatoryCulde 1.92, Article 2.2

-

S

l
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table 3.4 - Seismic Analysis of Piping with non linear Supports- 16 inch Pipeline (Ref. 3.3)

.t

.

Seismic Linear Nonlinear.
Support Analys Analysis

.

4

No.

,
Rm 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Rm 6 Run 7

r

H 1X 6283 91 95 87 99 1;3 1390
H 1Y 3347 104 154 113 153 135 726 I
H 22 5074 949 : 1200 965 1207 1224 '1224 I

i

H 3X 10786 569 634 557 629 684 907
H 3Y 2645 328 403 317- 334 395 812
H 4X 29512 3165 3170 3044 2826 2882 3579 JH 4Y 25456 352 -324 408 364 3 94 580 *

M*5Y 2883 0 0 0 0 0= 942 b
,

H 52 12566 2189 2178 2262 2172. 2190 2262
H 5AY 6926 0 0 12 6- 15 882 *

'

H*5AZ 9357 3237 3262 3236 2989 2999 3262
H 62 36525 3896 3996 3719 4157 4150 4160 'i
H+7X 77212 1526 1613 1408 1707 1672 4378-
H 7Y 10441 1983~ 2219- 2189 2241 2232 3818
H'7AX 85026 3275 3304 3158 3212 3209 5048 *

H 7AY 14240 2240 2187 2153- 2203 2209 4472
H 102 31668 6272 5945 6204 6168- 6167 6281 I

Piping
Elbow No. Piping Elbow Stress (psi)

.

\
1 16185 3267 5738 3043 5767 5718. 6432'

6 15844 3567 3902 3573 3739 3714 4098-!
8 36563 13526 15353 14076 15462 15451 15666-
9 56989 22031 22644 21310 22131 22182 23076-! i11 63906 7831 8196 7779- 7965 8007 9189{ 13 57404 35037 35737 34223 35357 35372 36058I

i
: J'Notest Run 1

PlPESD enalysis with support flexibility, using 2% damped DBE seismic spectra and 10% jr

method modal surmation i
Run 2

Nonlinear time history analysis with snubber stiffness and da g ing Characteristics,
snubber gap = 0.030 in,

Run 3 Some as Run 2.but with time history compressed by 10% j_

Some as Run 2 but with time history expanded by 10%
'

Run 4

Run 5 Some as Run 3 but with minfaun clamp stif fness M{
Run 6- Some as Run 3 but with maxinun clag stif fness I*

Run 7
Maxinun responses from Modes 2 6 due to z axis loading combined w' ith response due to a-
axis and y axis loadings according to Regulatory Guide 1.92, Article 2.2

!
i

:
!

i
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fable 3.5 Seismic Analysis of Piping with Non*llnear St4 ports * 28 In. Pipeline_

-

Nanger L in. Anal. N wlinear Analysis-
No.

Run i am 2 km 3 Rm 4 Run 5 Rm 6 Rm 7 R m '8- Am 9 Run 10 Rm 11 Run 12

~

* H 2X 33944 16041 5826 5854 8259 5816 $$31 5502 6108 i 17387 11584 10266M-2Y 9406 9749 4593 4667 6119 4583- 4602 4376 -4889 15752 8336 7042-
.

H 2Ax 24016 13271 5040 5001 5927 5079- 5021 5039- 5133 14563' 10773- 11074--H 2AV 8599 13247 3439 3496 7486 3438 3440 3368 3502 - 10419 6776 6594 |N 32 11100 30095 5475 5647 13221 5475 5476 5217 5666 32725 23603: 24862-- 1N*5Y 4949 8976 2657 2688 4491 2665. '2646' 2453L 2801 8602: :5945 5676~ '

H 62 7919 27628 5534 5645 11743 5538 5530 '5244 5783- 29380L 22729 22216 !H + 7x 5596 17521 2371 2376 4772 2266- 2419^ 2152- 2465' 16055- 5962- 8870M * TY 7588 7496 1739 1770 3752 1667 1828 1584 1821. 5849 4460 4281N'9X 4654 20374 1722 1846 2860 1719 1718 1604 1811 15917 5815. 7924-N'97 6501 26646 1523 1o74 7804 1525 1520- 1402 1697 18368 9033- .8492H 11X 4876 14215 2891 2993 6318 2890 2892 2669- -3034' 14155" 11180- 8866-N 122 5580 20670 3585 3671- 6973 3579 3607- 3416 3754 15809 12332 11534

q.
Elbow

No. Piping Elbow Stress (psi)

1 7892 20598 7513 7500 7510 :7515 7748 7451 28320 15163 16712
-

5 16214 17521 8617 8564 8630 8608 8174 8774~ 21053 14720- 10631 '
-

6 10745 16779 6376 6318 8362 6380 5892 6565 29304 16305' 15333
-

7 8745 26512 5328 5315 5335 5320 5698- 5162- 25104 13388 .10861
-

to 13068 28703 6865 7038 6866 6861 7642 7442 24536- 15974: .12403
-

12 8854 19308 5037 4982 L

5033 5037 4895. 5214 16959' 12354 10648-
-

|

Notest Run 1
P1 PESO linear analysis with reactor vessel ledge flexibility but with rigid pipe supports

Run 2
PIPESD tinear analysis with reactor vessel ledge flexibility and with flexible pipe supports

Run 3
ANSYS nonlinear analysis with reactor vesset' ledge flexibility. average clam stiffnessi snubber
test data for stif fness and darnping characteristics, snubber gaps a 0.030 in.

Run 4 Some as Run 3 but with snubber gaps = 0.015 in.
Run 5

Same as Run 3 but with Run 2 support stif fnesses and snubber daming * .200.lbasec/in
Same as Run 3 but with minfrun blaxial stif fnesses at H=7 ard N'9 - iRun 6

!Run 7
Samo as Run 3 but with maxinun blaxial clam stif fnesses at H 7 and N'9

T.un 8 Same as Run 3 but with time history ce g ressed by 10%
IRun 9 Same as Run 3 txJt with time history expanded by 10%

Run 10
Same as Run 3 but with zero damping ord 1.8 times the horizontal acceleration / time historyRun 11
Some as Run 10 but with snubber dancin9 scated down in proportion to the energy across the snubber --Run 12
Same as Run 11 but with spatial ccmonents of seismic moticn applied seperately and spatist
responses contined according to Regulatory Guide 1.92 Article 2.2

|

|

|

i
i,
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4.0 Dynamic Testing of Piping Systems '

To this point, the discussion has been. limited to comparisons '

of analytical methods. However, the major conservatisms are
.

only apparent when testing of piping systems'are considered.
The testing performed over the last few years demonstrates the.

large degree of conservatism associated with all types of
analytical methods used to: predict ' seismic response of piping '

systems. Below is a description of some of'the more '

significant tests performed over.the last few years.

Westinghouse Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory4.1

Severud et al, (Ref 3.2), performed tests of a 1" NPS pipei

| which consisted of about 50 feet of pipe plus several elbows.
The pipe was anchored at each end and supported throughout,

! with 6 rigid supports and a total of 14-snubbers at 11.

locations. The initial test input imposed a dynamic load-
which corresponded to the SSE response spectra at the
prototype pipe location within the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF). The maximum input.was about 4.5 g's at approximately10 Hz. No damage to the pipe or supports was noted. : A secondl

test was then conducted with accelerations about twice the SSEicvels. Again, there was no visible damage. Snapback tests
were performed to determine the amount of damping present :in- ,

the system, both with and without th'e intermediate supports
installed. The damping values were found to range from 3=to:
5% of critical with no intermediate supports, 6 to 10% of
critical with all rigid struts installed'andclo to'20% with[

both the struts and the snubbers' installed.. The loads on thesnubbers were measured during the dynamic tests and then '

compared with values obtained by' analysis'using various linear !(response spectrum) and non-linear
The loads predicted by analysis were(time history) techniques.sotocantially higher than
those measured during the tests'wiLh the single exceptionwhich.was to be investigated in later tests. In sumrsary, thepipe withstood two times the SSE acceleration input;with no 'damage, the linear response spectrum analysis' predicted
snubber loads much higher than those measured during.the :j

tests, while the nonlinear time history analysis-gave snubberloads much closer to, but still substantially higher than,test results.
!-

h In another series of tests performed'at the Hanford facility !

L Lindquist et al, (Ref 4.1), used a.1" NPS stainless-steel pipe-L about'40 feet long, containing 9 elbows, 3 ricors and a valve.!

Three different support configurations Were tested;13 vertical isupports and one horizontal snubber,(2|Verticalisupports,'and "

again 3 vertical. supports.and one" horizontal" snubber with.one' jof the vertical supports relocated. The testing consisted"of. I

1
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a multifrequency SSE response' spectrum on the_first two
support configurations and a 2.8 g sinusiodal input at a
frequency of 2 Hz which corresponded to the first _ natural
frequency of the system for the third configuration. ~There
was no damage observed in the first two tests simulating - the

'

SSE, while the third test produced very large deflections and.
-

a plastic hinge at two locations, there was no loss of
pressure boundary integrity. Damping was. observed to be about-

-

10% of critical at the 0.2 to 0.5 g input and approached: 50%
of critical at the 2.8 g input level. The authors concluded-that-the piping system tested sustained. loads in excess of ,

*

four times the ASME Code allowables before gross deformation- '

occurred and the pipe damping increases significantly withplastic deformation at high response levels. *

4.2 Kraftwerk Union (KWU), Germany-

Sand et al, [Ref 4.2), and Ibanez et'al,-(Ref 4'.3), discuss-.

the results of dynamic tests performed on several sm&1l piping _
,

systems of the 1 to 5 cm diameter and about 15-meters total
length in nine different configurations typical of those foundin nuclear power plants. The supports were one-dimensional
trapeze type hangers and rigid stops. Several of theconfigurations included additional mass located at various ,

locations. The pipe was pressurized from 70 to 1700 psi for
'

the various tests.
input of up to 12 g's at ~ 2 to 15 Hz for 10 second -intervals:The test inputs consisted of low frequency
and high frequency input of up to 24 g's for one.second 1

intervals. All of the piping configurations survived the-
dynamic tests without loss of function, pressure boundaryintegrity or collapse. The peak piping response was about-50cm (a 20") - at 50 g's. There was some plastic strain in. excessof 0.6%. The authors concluded that their tests established

, ;
'

tthat typical piping systems have significant structural
capacity beyond their elastic capacity and that their'results
should be helpful in justifying'. piping installations without
rigorous analysis and design procedures.

-

4.3 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory - EG&G Idaho, Inc.

Ware, [Ref 4.4), discusses test conducted by EG&G Idaho with
support from the USNRC to explore the variation of. structural i

damping with the amplitude of response.iri piping subjected'todynamic excitation. The test results. emphasized the-
importance of the energy dissipation that takes 1 place in~the
supports at high dynamic strain levels in the pipe. Thisenergy dissipation is due to (1) friction forces between
springs and .their housings in spring hangers and (2) impacting:which occurs in snubbers, rigid struts and stops'and rod-hangers. The friction and impacting in-the supports in turn

Page 21
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results in higher damping, leading to the observation that -
damping is inversely proportional to amplitude and frequency.. .'

Ware further points out that damping apparently-increases,to
- rlarge levels, greater than 10% of critical at high strain -

levels. Consequently, the forces required to make the pipe -

deform further must become very large. He~ concludes that it
,

is doubtful that piping failure can occur due to inertial
bending caused by seismic. excitation. He suggests that i

eventually this concept of-inertial bending stress being self-
limiting could prove to be very important-in future design !

,

practices for nuclear piping. j
<

4.4 EPRI/USNRC Piping and Fitting Dynamic Reliability Program

Taggart et al, (Ref 4.5), describe a' test: program. initiated by
EPRI and the USNRC to address the general concern that over '
conservatism in-the treatment of infrequent dynamic loads in.

ithe design of nuclear power-. plant-piping may' compromise safety
when considering the effects of thermal _ loading during normal- ',

'
plant operation. The ultimate objective of this. program,- ;

called the Piping and Fitting. Dynamic Reliability Program,-is '

to develop improved, realistic and defensible-ASME Code design.
rules which take advantage 'of the inherent dynamic margins in
piping. The tests were carried;out on 41 different' '

components, including elbows, tees, reducers, nozzles and
supports. The test system consisted of 6"' schedule 40 carbon-steel pipe with a 3" bypass-line,.an operational valve, a ~
support and a simulated pressure vessel. The test input
amplitudes were varied from 15 to 25= times the input-required
to achieve ASME Code Level D Service Limits using linear- '

response spectrum analysis with 2% damping.
,

The authors describe four of-the tests in~ detail, of these-

Tests 23 and 37 are the most notable. Test 23-was a strut-test using a rigid strut with a rated capacity of 650 lb. The
strut assembly failed under very high dynamic-loading'when.the
clamp rotated under a. compressive load of 7800 lb. orjat.12times it's rated capacity. Test 37 was a low' frequency. test-
on a 6" schedule 10 stainless steel elbow;with noLinternal

The. elbow sustained a dynamic stress. of' 63,000 psi' i

pressure.
and a weight stress of 15,000 psi for4 a total ~(M/Z) stress of '

78,000 psi without failure. This total stress was 1.3 times
the ASME Service Level D Limit and the measured peak.to peakstrain was 2%.

.

The authors conclude that the. tests have all demonstrated that-
the current code rules based on static! collapse-load concepts
for dynamic load considerations are overly conservative.

i

Piping systemsm and supports do not' fail from-primary collapse-
.

'

under seismic inertia loading despite'the magnitude.of'the '

,
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input loading. The authors'also conclude th"at a' strut's!failure due to seismic type input is-about 10' times it's rated' -

load. ,

4.5 National Research Center for Disaster Prevention,
.

*

Tsukuba, Japan

Ogawa et al, (Ref 4.6), describes a series of tests on a
system of 4" and 6" carbon steel piping.about 66' feet long
containing several bends and risers. The-system-included a '

removable test section about 7 feet 'l' 'a with _ a right anglehorizontal bend. Internal pressure during the testing was
about 2100 psi. Test sections with and withouticracks weresubjected to dynamic input of 3 g's.at the dominantimode
frequency of 8 Hz. Maximum. pipe-response was~about 6 g's.

-

The authors concluded from their tests that piping with no
defects was shown to have a very high degree of' toughness
against severe earthquakes, as much as 10 times.the design.

allowable-levels before ratchet-fatigue failure. Pipe with
!cracks was also shown to have a very high degree of toughness

under earthquake dynamic loading.

4.6 Heissdampfreaktor (HDR) Facility, Karlstein/ Main I
W. Germany -

Malcher, Schrammel, and Steinhilber, (Ref 4.7], discuss the
results of a series of dynamic tests on a piping 1 system
attached to a pressure. vessel at the HDR test facility.- The-system consisted of stainless steel piping ofovariounisizes- '
ranging from 4" to 12". Testing was performed: with 'the: piping
filled with cold water and pressurized to'aboutl1000 psi,

i There were six different support configurations: 4 :(1)1 typicalU.S. nuclear plant system with snubbers and rigidistruts, (2)snubber replacement devices, i.e. energy absorbers
1 (EPRI/Bechtel) and (3) seismic stops (R.L. Cloud gapped
! strut), (4) and (5) rigid struts only (KWU, .CEGB), Jand (6)completely flexible (HDR). There.were about 50 tests ;
.

performed with a common earthquake excitation forfall hanger
i

'

configurations except for the those1of CEGB'Which were
subjected to two time history displacement inputs, one of Mwhich was a spectrum covering'all'possible nuclear plant-locations in England. Maximum' input for all~ tests was about600 to 800% of SSE.

,

5

For the 100% SSE tests, pipe bending stresses' reached about j75% of the design'allowables,
reached anywhere from 38 while-the measured hanger 1 values !to,98% of theoretical design' values,
with the exception of two of the seismic stops .(R.L. Cloud)
restraints which sustained loads slightly higher than those-predicted by analysis. The 600% SSE test of the USNRC

-

1
'
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configuration resulted in three failed snubbers duo'to
overload but no unacceptable strain levels in the pipe. Thesnubbers were not replaced for the 800%-SSE test Chich i

i
resulted in a fourth failed snubber but again no damage'to the

.pipe.t

The CEGB tests reached about'800% of SSE, with a -|displacement of about 2.4 inches at the point.of excitation.;
'

The 600% SSE tests of the flexible KWU configuration which had.
- '

3 struts, resulted in no failures due to either static or,

| dynamic strain, nor did any struts fail despite being loaded. i

to four times their design. loads. These test results suggest ,

*

that the highly restrained piping design typical of a U.S. '

nuclear plant is excessively conservative, the piping having
;

remained intact despite the failure of 4 out of.6 installed'~
snubbers as the dynamic seismic input was increased to 800% ofi

| SSE. The flexibility of the KWU and CEGB configurations with
3 and 4 rigid struts, respectively, sustained up to 800%'of.
SSE without failure of either piping or struts. The safety.margins in the struts turned out to be higher than the
expected factor of 3 to 4 as no struts failed despite loadings,

of up to 9 times their rated capacity.
.

5.0 Piping Performance During Earthquakes 1
-

The previous section has presented the results of various-
| tests performed to determine the response of piping systems'

due to excitations at and above design ~ levels. .In.this
section a summary of the performance of actual. piping systems
subjected to carthquake loadings will be presented to
determine if the conservatism identified-from the testing are
actually reflected in industrial and fossil power plant fluidsystems.

,

5.1 ASCE Dynamic Analysis Committee Surveys

The Working Group on Past Behavior, a subgroupLof the ASCE
Dynamic Analysis. Committee, studied the post-earthquake damage-surveys conducted in power' plants and other industrial.
facilities.

bases for these facilities and the actual magnitude:of the-The studies also included'a review of the design
ground response to the earthquake. :The: surveys covered the-

*
,

effects of 15 different severe earthquakes' worldwide'which"occurred since 1952. The findings from:this-study, summarized =,

in Reference 5.1,
include such observations asL(amongLothers):

1) Engineering structures.and facilities designed and
constructed to withstand seismic loads survive seismicevents beyond their: design levels. Seismic ~ resistances

<

.
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of these structures, equipment and ' piping is greater' thananalysis would indicate.
-

.,

2) Structures, equipment and' piping that wera reviewed
generally had equivalent static lateral _ design in the i

range of 0.1 or 0.2 g's and performed-well.
-

- 3

3) Welded steel piping performed very well. Most of the
piping is more flexible than piping:in nuclear plants,
some is as stiff. .Most problems observed with piping q

involved improper restraints on small-diameter lines.
No failures caused by inertia . loads were observed.-

1
-t

5.2 EQE, Inc/EPRI Study

Silver et al, (Ref 5.2), reports on.an EPRI supported study to
examine and document the performance of piping during-pastearthquakes. They cite published reports of other studies.,

which conclude:that seismic anchor: movement is-the most' commoncause of above-ground piping failures. The authors state that
>

experience data provides a real'istic assessment of thenactual' '
i

earthquake threat to piping. The data identify the types of.
damage that may occur, and they are also used to evaluate the
general tendency of piping to sustain or> survive damage or- ;

Damage and failure data provide the most credible ifailure.

starting point where seismic design-criteria areEneeded.- y"

conversely, the lack of' damage or failure data identifies
areas where criteria may not be needed.

t

The authors concluded that failures of above-ground welded
steel piping have not been induced byJinertia-loads. All

|piping has in fact exhibited a very high degree of. resistance 'to failure during past earthquakes. Piping with,little or.no
scismic design has performed.quite adequately during
earthquakes of peak ground accelerations ofLup to'O.6 g's.
The authors recommend that seismic qualification for above - 1

ground welded steel piping _ focus on those areas proven to becritical during past earthquakes: (1) seismic anchorI

movements, (2) interaction -(impact between. adjoining. members)'

and (3) corrosion. Present emphasis on seismic' design for
inertia loads in nuclear-piping'is unjustified based on.the
results of this study. In general, more flexible nuclear
piping systems are desirable for. thermal and' seismic loads.

5.3 Seismic Qualification Utilities. Group ~(SQUG)

Smith, Swan and Yanev, (Ref 5.3 ) , present' findings from' damage
surveys conducted at 43 different power plants that were
subjected-to earthquakes of asLmuch as-0.8 g's of groundi -i

!response. . With a few exceptions, the piping systems in'theso j

,

'
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facilities were undamaged'and functional after the earthquake.The only piping failures were attributed to extensive
corrosion in the piping or to large differential-displacements
of pipe supports. These displacements were primarily due to
(1) unanchored or inadequately anchored equipment which slid -

and pulled the attached piping: apart, or (2) . ground settlement I

;
*

of the supports. Not a single failure of a= pipe can be-attributed to inertia loads only. The authors report that the
experience data for piping that is designed for deadloads and
operating loads are typically not damaged with loss of
function by inertia loads due-to earthquakes-with peak-to-peakfree-field acceleration of up to 0.8 g's. Piping system |
damage has been observed when large relative support or anchor . ;

displacements are imposed on stiff or rigidly restrained
'

piping systems. The inference is that the design of piping ,

i
systems requires minimal consideration for inertially. induced
seismic loads. '

.

5.4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Piping 1 Review +Committee

NUREG-1062 Volume 2 Addendum (Ref 5.4),~was written to collect
observations and experiences with regard to seismic behavior. ,

of above ground, building supported piping, typical of piping-
used in nuclear power plants, in strong-motion earthquakes.
This report draws heavily.on the observations andEexperiences
of several experts in earthquake studies,- including. Dr. R.L.
Cloud, Dr. P.I. Yanov and Dr. H. Shibata, whose individual
reports are included as appendices. There are-11' earthquakes
included in the study (with some overlap of: earthquakes
covered in References 5.1,15.2, and 5.3.

There were three general conclusions.from the studies:

1) Failure of piping in earthquakes is caused primarily by
local conditions of weakness in the piping rather than by
global conditions of design and installation.. LExamples
of such weakness are relatively lowLflexibility in'
regions of large displacement' demands from-attached
. massive equipment or other piping, threaded joints or
areas of reduced cross-section with sharp. corners
susceptible to fatigue cracking.under. cyclic seismic
loads, sections of pipe degraded by corrosion or: erosion,and weak joints due to poor welding.. i'

i2) The inertia or dynamic component of seismic response of.
piping does not cause pipes to fall.. In no case-was an

. inertia-type failure observed because of actual''
iearthquake loading. In addition, strong-motion

experimental testing.has also been unable to produce aninertia-type failure of piping.
,
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3) The relative strength 6f the' pipe support is,important in
determining whether or not a pipe will' fail. JIt was
observed in many instances-_that pipe supports adjacent to
massive attached equipment that undervent large movementsbroke or grossly deformed. |This support-failure resulted
in increased local flexibility of the-piping system and;

'

without failure. permitted the pipe to accommodate large equipment motion -
In effect, the failed piping support

adjacent to the equipment acted aus a mechanical fuse inikeeping the pipe'from failing.

i

!
a

6.0 Summary

The sample problem discussed in Section 2 demonstrates.that .the piping stresses and support loads
Alternate Analysis methodology are con. developed using theservative
with the results obtained from a linear response.when comparedanalysis. spectrum i

rigid nozzles and soft-supportsThis conclusion also holds true for the case of-
criteria requirements for more s.and it: appears the designtringentsupports adjacent to equipment is unwarra.deflectionLlimits'fornted_for. piping.qualified by the Alternate Analysis criteria,

qIn Section 3,
is demonstrated.that the response spectrum modal analysisvarious analytical methods are examined'and it_

l

1

method is conservative compared to linear time history.
l

.

-

{

analysis methods and in general' veryJconservative when
'

compared to nonlinear time history analysis methods. 4
j

did fail at levels as high as 6 to 12'timesotheir rated-Section 4-discusses many high excitation tests-where; supports:
capacity but no loss of function: or pressure' boundary {integrity occurred in the piping. This section also-
demonstrated that even nonlinear time history; analysis methods

~
_

.;

are conservative with respect to-actual tests of pipingsystems. i

?|
The information presented in Section 5 clearly indicates that
piping systems rarely if ever failLduring earthquake' '

conditions.
generally-the piping supports that will' fail.In rare instances where failures occur, it is

y

of pressure boundary integrity-occurred in areas of' local:LThe'onlyEloss- 'I

-

weakness.of4 the pipin9_such as. threaded connections or-
,

!
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; corroded areas. In general piping is very rugged and' has a
j high rate of survivability under earthquake loadin,g.
|
|

.

,

7.0 Conclusion

The Sequoyah design-methodology for pipe supports regarding ~|support stiffness verification is acceptable.- .The effects of jvariations in pipe support stiffness are not significant-for
ipiping qualified by conservative Alternate Analysis hand '

calculation methodologies when compared to the results
obtained from a linear elastic = response spectrum analysis.I

This is true even when pipe support stiffnesses are reduced to
values lower than permitted by the Sequoyah- design criteria.

|The results from the response spectrum annlysis, _are athemselves,' conservative when compared to more realistic '

design methodologies such as. linear or. nonlinear' time-history j
.. . analysis methods. Similarly, these111near.and nonlinear

!methods are conservative when compared to actual dynamic _ tests-
( of piping systems-and the results-from. testing compare very

favorably with the survivability of-actual: piping systems that
have experienced high level earthquakes without failure or

| loss of function. :|
!

The conservatism inherent in'the Alternate Analysis !methodology indicates that the simple deflection check for the j
| verification of pipe support stiffness is'beth meaningful and '

| economical and that more stringent deflection limits for pipe :(; supports is not warranted. *

|
I

I

4

'!

j

1

~h
!
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